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Another midst of the year is here, a season of awesome visitation for supernatural turnaround. But we understand that nothing can be greater than the preparation that goes into it. As it is written; “So Jotham became mighty, because he prepared his ways before the LORD his God.”

- 2Chr 27:6

Proclaiming

A 7-Day FAST

June 1-7, 2020

In addition, according to scriptures, every revival is stirred and sustained on the prayer altar. This is because, every revival is a move of Spirit of God on the earth; which we must have to

But a wave of spiritual awakening, which we call a revival, is what sets the stage for such awesome divine intervention and manifestations - Hab. 3:2

Remember, among other things, God is committed to unveiling the hidden place of His power in the midst of the year, leading to the shattering of every everlasting mountain and enclaves such as: generational curses, spells and enchantments holding God’s people captive without knowing, while ushering us into our high places at the same time - Hab. 3:2-19

For the Lord’s great day is near; the sound of voices will be heard: ‘A great and mighty day, a day of tidings of salvation!’”

- Is 2:19
demand for in prayers and more often than not coupled with fasting – Psa. 63: 1-3/ Isa. 41: 17-21/ Luk. 11:13

This is why, no church will ever experience a revival without an effectual prayer altar.

On the basis of all the above, the Holy Ghost has prompted that we embark on a 7-day fast beginning from Monday 1st - Sunday 7th June, 2020 across our church network worldwide. I believe that without any doubt, something supernatural is about breaking forth in our midst both as a church and as individuals.

Furthermore, apart from the Covenant Hour of Prayer, there shall be prayer meetings every day of the week, 5-7pm and we shall be breaking our fast with the communion.

Remember, seeking first the kingdom of God supernaturally brings us into favour with God and man – Matt. 6:33

We must spend time as individuals to pray down a great revival into our church during this ‘Midst of the Year Season’ – Isa. 66:7-8

In conclusion, we shall be focusing on praying revival prayer, leading to massive salvation of souls and ingathering of multitudes into our churches all through this season and beyond.

Expect this revival season to usher you into your high places in return for your labour in the name of Jesus Christ. Amen and Amen.

Remain ever blessed.

Jesus is Lord!
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